The spirit behind freemasonry
A scriptural exploration and renunciation prayers
Compiled by Wanda Alger

Recognizing the True Spirit Behind Freemasonry
General Albert Pike, Grand Commander, Sovereign Pontiff of Universal Freemasonry, giving
instructions to the 23 supreme councils of the world (Showing the ultimate “God” that Freemasonry
speaks of):
“That which we must say to the crowd is, we worship a god, but it is the god one adores without superstition. To you
sovereign grand inspector general, we say this and you may repeat it to the brethren of the 32nd, 31st and 30th degrees the Masonic religion should be by all of us initiates of the high degrees, maintained in the purity of the luciferian
doctrine. If lucifer were not god, would Adonay (the God of the Christians) whose deeds prove cruelty, perfidy
(treachery) and hatred of man, barbarism and repulsion for science, would Adonay and His priests, calumniate (make
false statements about) Him? Yes, lucifer is god, and unfortunately Adonay is also God, for the eternal law is that there
is no light without shade, no beauty without ugliness, no white without black, for the absolute can only exist as two
gods. Darkness being necessary for light to serve as its foil, as the pedestal is necessary to the statue, and the brake to the
locomotive. Thus, the doctrine of Satanism is heresy, and the true and pure philosophical religion is the belief in
lucifer, the equal of Adonay, but lucifer, god of light and god of good, is struggling for humanity against Adonay, the
god of darkness and evil”
(Recorded by A.C. De La Rive, La Femme et L’enfant dans La Franc-Maconnerie Universelle, Page 588. Cited from ‘The
question of freemasonry ( 2nd edition 1986 by Edward Decker pp12-14)

Genesis 2:16-17
And the Lord God commanded the man, “You are free to eat from any tree in the garden; but you must not eat from
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, for when you eat from it you will certainly die.”
Genesis 3:5 (Satan speaking to Eve):
“For God knows that when you eat from it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil.”
- Lucifer’s identity is wrapped up in his knowledge of good and evil.
His goal is to entice others to follow him in pursuing this forbidden knowledge to gain power & influence.
Isaiah 14:10-15 (Familiar passage associated with Lucifer):
” All your pomp has been brought down to the grave, along with the noise of your harps; maggots are spread out
beneath you and worms cover you. How you have fallen from heaven, morning star, son of the dawn!
You have been cast down to the earth, you who once laid low the nations!
You said in your heart, “I will ascend to the heavens; I will raise my throne above the stars of God;
I will sit enthroned on the mount of assembly, on the utmost heights of Mount Zaphon.
I will ascend above the tops of the clouds; I will make myself like the Most High.”
But you are brought down to the realm of the dead, to the depths of the pit."
Ezekiel 28:13-18 (Another passage describing Lucifer’s fall):
"You were in Eden, the garden of God; every precious stone adorned you: carnelian, chrysolite and emerald,
topaz, onyx and jasper, lapis lazuli, turquoise and beryl. Your settings and mountings were made of gold;
on the day you were created they were prepared. You were anointed as a guardian cherub, for so I ordained you. You
were on the holy mount of God; you walked among the fiery stones.
You were blameless in your ways from the day you were created till wickedness was found in you.
Through your widespread trade you were filled with violence, and you sinned.
So I drove you in disgrace from the mount of God, and I expelled you, guardian cherub, from among the fiery stones.
Your heart became proud on account of your beauty, and you corrupted your wisdom because of your splendor.

The spirit of Lucifer (note their differentiation between Satan and Lucifer):
- Pride of position and skill
- Pride in inherent beauty and glory (notice mention of stones, jewels and settings)
- Arrogant in knowledge and information
- Haughty and puffed up
- Deceptive and cunning
- Corrupted knowledge of the spiritual realm
- Hates the mention of Jesus (extremely jealous – similarities here with Mormon doctrines)
What was Lucifer’s plan after being kicked out of the garden?
- He thought HE should have been God
- He's convinced he has the knowledge and wisdom necessary to open people eyes to his rightful throne
- His greatest asset is hidden knowledge from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil.
- He will emulate everything His Creator taught him; only tweak it for HIS benefit.
- Counterfeit everything good to accomplish his agenda and deceive (even the elect).
Do we see this same spirit in Freemasonry? (Quotes taken from www.Masonicworld.com)
(In response to the possibility that Freemasonry started with the mason guilds of the 16th century):

“Our Masonic ritual, steeped as it is in Kabalistic occultism and mystery ceremonials of the Middle East, could never
possibly have been developed out of the crude beginnings of the stonemason guilds. In that era even the skilled artisans
and their speculative associates were far too unlettered and unlearned to have been capable of coming up with anything
as elaborate and esoteric as even the earliest forms of Masonic ritual.”
“From Masonry's point of view, Ignorance is a sin. It is a sin because it promotes human unhappiness. It is
responsible for most of the tension and unrest in the world. Men fear what they do not know and they hate what they
fear.”
"Masonry, like all the Religions, all the Mysteries, Hermeticism and Alchemy, conceals its secrets from all except the
Adepts and Sages, or the Elect, and uses false explanations and misinterpretations of its symbols to mislead those who
deserve only to be misled; to conceal the Truth, which it calls Light, from them, and to draw them away from it."
(Albert Pike, "Morals and Dogma," page 104)
Cornerstone Laying excerpt from program at Rouss City Hall
"Know all ye who hear me. We are assembled in the broad light of day, and proclaim ourselves Free and Accepted
Masons, true to the laws of our country, professing to fear God and to confer benefits on mankind. We have secrets
concealed from the eyes of the world, secrets that are lawful and honorable and not repugnant to the laws of God or
man. They were entrusted in peace and honor to Masons of ancient times and have safely and faithfully transmitted to
us and it is our duty to convey them unimpaired to the latest posterity. The tenets of our profession are Brotherly Love,
Relief and Truth...if we had not practiced those tenets and inculcated those virtues, our institution would not have
descended to us through generation after generation, nor would it have numbered among its members so many pure and
illustrious personages who were and are always ready to participate in its work and to promote its welfare. (Note the
careful wording and spirit of haughtiness and pride)

-

Goals of the Masonic agenda:
- Establish a separate religion (kingdom) from the One True God
Use (a twisted form of) the Word of God to draw candidates into deception
- Bind men to their agenda through oaths and “obligations”
- Counterfeit the work of Christ on the cross with a substitute (Hiram)

Major points involved in the 3rd degree (in preparation for Renunciations):
 The candidate is

dressed in 'pauper's clothing' with both leg bared, both arms bared, bare chest and heelless
left and right slippers. (takes on a spirit of poverty)
 The second degree apron is worn over the pauper's clothing. (original aprons were lambskins)
 The blue blindfold, called a hoodwink, is placed over the candidate's eyes. (opens door to spiritual blindness)
 The blue 'cable tow rope' is wound 3 times around his body at the waist. (also around the throat – to control)
 Compass points are pressed against left and right breast. (signifies heart problems if oath is violated)
 Two swords are pressed in a 'V' against the kidneys. (places a curse on the body)
 The candidate is shown the secret handshake - the 'lion's paw' grip, the 'Due Guard' and four further signs of
Horror, Sympathy, Grief and Distress, and Joy and Exaltation. The passwords are 'Machoben' and 'Tubal Cain'
(handshakes are what identifies a fellow mason in order to show favor – even if guilty of illegal actions)
 During the oath taking the candidate will have held the 'Volume of Sacred Law' (VSL) which for most
UK/USA Blue Lodges would be the Bible. (Note that other texts are also used including the Koran, Hindu
Bible, etc.)
 Ceremony involves enacting out a drama whereby the candidate becomes 'Hiram Abiff' the (mythical)
architect of King Solomon's temple. The candidate as Hiram Abiiff is attacked by three Juwes (Joo-ees) who
kill him by three violent blows to the body and head (or sometimes all three blows are to the head, right and
left temples and forehead). The first blow is with a 24" gauge to the throat, the second with a square to the
chest and the third (death blow) with a maul to the head. The candidate then falls onto an open stretcher and is
shown a black coffin shaped cloth with skull and bones, and is then buried temporarily under the temple
rubbish, then moved to burial under the Acacia tree.
 In the drama the candidate is attempted to be raised back to life by the 1st degree secret grip but this fails. The
second degree grip also fails, and it is then that the worshipful master, impersonating King Solomon, steps
forward and applying the third degree 'lion's paw' grip succeeds in raising the candidate from death into new
life in Freemasonry. The candidate is then given the five points of fellowship: Foot to foot, knee to knee,
breast to breast, hand to mouth and mouth to ear. (Oath indicates initiate is “raised” by the power of
Masonry and bound to follow the example of the great Hiram Abiff).
 At this point the Grand Masonic Word 'Mah-hah-bone' is revealed under penalty of death of revealed, as is the
secret word 'Machaben'
The traditional penalties for revealing Masonic secrets to the profane (outsiders) includes the words ". . . being
severed in two, my bowels burned to ashes and those ashes scattered over the face of the earth and wafted by
the four winds of heaven so that no trace or remembrance of so vile a wretch as me may be found among men."
Note: In 1986 The Grand Lodge of England removed the candidate's speaking out of the traditional physical
penalties. However, they are still within the wording, only more subtly.
(Quote from a mason): The raising of Hiram in the Legend symbolizes the entrance of the human soul into a new and

better stage of experience. It points out that it is the duty of all men to prepare themselves for a new life, by following the
glorious example of dedication and perfection.
Ezekiel 28:1-5 A Prophecy Against the King of Tyre (Hiram – who assisted Solomon in building the Temple)
The word of the Lord came to me: “Son of man, say to the ruler of Tyre, ‘This is what the Sovereign Lord says: “‘In
the pride of your heart you say, “I am a god; I sit on the throne of a god in the heart of the seas.” But you are a mere
mortal and not a god, though you think you are as wise as a god. Are you wiser than Daniel? Is no secret hidden from
you? By your wisdom and understanding you have gained wealth for yourself and amassed gold and silver in your
treasuries. By your great skill in trading you have increased your wealth, and because of your wealth your heart has
grown proud.”

How This Affects Us as Believers and the Church
-

Every ungodly oath spoken and every action taken opens the door to a demonic spirit to work in
that specific area (head, throat, breathing, relationships, finances, children, etc.)
Counterfeits will manifest, especially in the supernatural realm (there will be a spirit of pride
attached to the manifestation – an underlying desire to be seen and acknowledged for “revelation”)
Illnesses and health issues may be tied to the root of Freemasonry (if every other prayer has not
worked, it could be because there is still a legal right in place rooted in Freemasonry).

(Page 61 of PDF document “Freemasonry: All You Need to Know…”)
“There are in fact covenants that provide protection for demons. If you are trying to evict a demonic intruder who is
resistant, it may be that there is a covenant providing protection for that evil spirit. If there is an unholy alliance
between jealousy and death, the victim spirit, or Freemasonry, a lot of time could be spent commanding, rejecting and
renouncing, without result because their unholy alliances do indeed afford the demons some level of protection. A
covenant that was voluntarily entered into by two parties is allowed to stand; regardless of the pain it causes one
party or the other, unless there is a law that supersedes it. Similarly, there are ancient generational covenants that were
made voluntarily at some point, and they provide a measure of protection for the demons in an individual’s life. However,
those covenants are subject to the higher law of the universe.”
-

When leaders are subject to this spirit, it poisons the whole Body. Manifests in control,
manipulation and subjugation to the leaders’ demands.
Cornerstones that are laid within a community defile the land and gives legal access to the
controlling spirit of the one (or organization) making the claim.
Causes deception to be rampant within the Church – people are “hoodwinked” and blinded to
spiritual realities and especially the spiritual realm (spiritually “asleep” or dead).
Weakens our spiritual authority in prayer over any Religious Spirit if we, ourselves, are still
bound to it!
Brings curses upon future generations (Exodus 20:5 – the 2nd commandment)

Proper Response
-

Repent for our forefathers’ sins and for our own blindness to the problem.
Speak forgiveness to those who opened the doors
Renounce the specific oaths and vows taken to break their power
Invite the Holy Spirit to cleanse, heal and restore the land of our hearts, bodies and land.

Renouncing the oaths, curses, rituals and regalia of Freemasonry
- for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and Holy Royal Arch degrees
(http://www.christian-restoration.com/fmasonry/counsellee.htm)
Heavenly Father,
I thank You for my life. I thank You that I am not “an accident”.
I thank You that even before You created the world You planned that I would be born “for such a time as this”
i[1]

I thank You that even while I was being knit together in the secret place of my mother’s womb, You saw my
unformed body, and loved me even then ii[2].
Truly I am Yours, Lord, and truly You are mine iii[3].
I thank You, LORD, for my ancestors, the unique generational line that You chose to bring me into this world
through. I especially honour my father and my mother iv[4]
But while I honour my forefathers, Lord, I do not stand in agreement with them on sin v[5]. I stand in full
agreement with You, Lord, in hating what is evil and loving what is good.
And so Lord, I come before You now to renounce my father’s, and my forefathers’ willing involvement in, and
submission to, Freemasonry vi[6].
Knowing from Your Word that the sins of the fathers and the forefathers does effect the children vii[7], and
understanding that the various oaths and curses willingly spoken by them over their lives in the Masonic
temples have never been acknowledged as sin and renounced viii[8], I come to You today, Lord, to do just this:
- to confess that Freemasonry is sin against You, and to renounce it off my life, and off the life of my family.
I freely forgive my father and my forefathers ix[9] for choosing to join Freemasonry and bow their knees at the
Masonic altar, and for the consequences that have since resulted from their actions.
I renounce the Masonic universal altar and the Masonic doctrine that the Bible is only ‘one of the great lights’
and merely ‘temple furniture’.
I proclaim that Jesus Christ is the Word and that the Word became flesh 1x11[xi11111011]11.11 I proclaim
that the Bible is the Word of God which is the sword of The Spirit 1[11] and that man must live by every word of
God 1[12]
I acknowledge and serve Jesus Christ of Nazareth who came in the flesh and bow my knee to Him and Him
alone. I rejoice in confessing that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father 1[13].
And so, Father, I come before You in Jesus’ Name, to renounce off my life, and off my family’s life, the
ungodly inheritance of regarding the Masonic temple as an acceptable place to worship You. A temple where
Your Son, Jesus Christ, is not acknowledged as Lord of all; A temple where Your Word is not accepted as the
whole truth.
I stand in full agreement with You, Lord, that the Masonic temple is a complete abomination and an accursed
place with an accursed altar and an accursed doctrine of devils.

In Jesus’ Name I now loose m self and my family from all links to all Masonic temples.
I renounce off my life the counterfeit Masonic light and proclaim that Jesus Christ is The Light of the world
1[14].
In Jesus’ Name I now loose m self and my family from spiritual confusion and double mindedness as a result of
ungodly mixtures 1[15]
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of accepting the Masonic penny, and acknowledging the
Masonic poor box.
In Jesus’ Name I now loose myself and my family from all financial bondage that has its roots in Freemasonry.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of being yoked together with unbelievers in an ungodly
brotherhood 1[16].
I renounce the Masonic 'mystic tie' that joins masons together in universal brotherhood.
In Jesus’ Name I now come out from among them and become separated from them 11[17]
I renounce my father’s and forefathers’ involvement with the oaths, curses, rituals and regalia of the 1st degree
– that of the “Entered Apprentice”.
I proclaim that through the finished work of Calvary, You Lord have clothed me in Your Righteousness
1111[18] and broken the power of death.1[19]
And so I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of the pauper’s clothing … the hoodwink over the
eyes … the cable tow-rope around the neck … and the dagger or compass point pressed against the heart, or the
nose, or the chin.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of the curse “of having my throat cut across from ear to ear,
my tongue torn out by the root and buried in the sand of the sea at low water or a cable’s length from the shore
where the tide regularly ebbs and flows twice in 24 hours“.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of the secret handshake, the due guard, the penal sign and the
secret password “Boaz“.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of kissing the Bible through a square and compass and sealing
this degree ritual with the witchcraft oath of “so mote it be“.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of being “born again“ into Freemasonry under the deacon’s
wands held overhead to form the female generative parts.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of the lie that “light is darkness visible" 1[20].
I renounce off my life the counterfeit Masonic light and proclaim that Jesus Christ is The Light of the world
and that in Him there is no darkness. 111[21]
In Jesus’ Name I now loose myself and my family from spiritual confusion and double mindedness as a result of
un-godly mixtures 1[22]

I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of accepting the Masonic covering of the 1st degree apron.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of accepting the working tools of this degree. (the 24” gauge,
chisel, square, level, plumb line, tracing board, ashlar and skirret.)
As one, Lord, I, and my family, repent of our generational line willingly entering into this blasphemous
covenant with satan.
None of this, Lord, now belongs to me or my family. It was spoken onto our generational line, and now,
Father, in the Name that is above all other names, the Name of Jesus, we speak it OFF our generational
line.
I renounce my father’s and forefathers’ involvement with the oaths, curses, rituals and regalia of the 2nd degree
– that of the “Fellow Craft“.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of the pauper’s clothing … the hoodwink over the eyes … the
cable tow-rope wound twice around the arm or the neck.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of the curse of “having my left breast laid open, my heart torn
out and given to ravenous birds of the air or devouring beasts of the field as prey“.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of the secret handshake … the due guard … the penal sign …
the fidelity sign … the hailing sign … and the secret passwords “Shibboleth“ and “Jachin“.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of kissing the Bible through a square and compass and
sealing this degree ritual with the witchcraft oath of “so mote it be“
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of accepting the Masonic covering of the 2nd degree apron.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of accepting the working tools of this degree. (the plumb line,
square, level, compass and trowel.)
As one, Lord, I, and my family, repent of our generational line willingly entering into this blasphemous
covenant with darkness.
None of this, Lord, now belongs to me or my family. It was spoken onto our generational line, and now
Father, in the Name that is above all other names, the Name of Jesus, we speak it OFF our generational
line.
I renounce my father’s and forefathers’ involvement with the oaths, curses, rituals and regalia of the 3rd degree
– that of the “Master Mason“.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of the pauper’s clothing … the hoodwink over the eyes … the
cable tow-rope wound three times around the waist or neck … and the dagger or compass point pressed against
the heart, or the nose, or the chin.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of the curse “of being severed in two, my bowels burned to
ashes and those ashes scattered over the face of the earth and wafted by the four winds of heaven so that no
trace of so vile a wretch as me may be found among men“.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of the two swords placed in a “v“ against the kidneys or waist.

I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of the secret handshake known as the “lion’s paw grip“, the
due guard, the secret signs of “horror“…“sympathy“ … “grief and distress“ … “joy and exultation“, and the
secret passwords “Machoben“ and “Tubal Cain“.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of agreeing to become the person of Hiram Abiff in the
Master Mason ritual. I renounce the hoodwink, the ritual attack by the three Juwes and the three violent blows
to the body and head. I renounce the death blow to the head with the maul. I renounce the falling into the open
stretcher, the gazing upon the death symbols and being buried, first under the temple rubbish, and then under
the acacia tree.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of “welcoming the grim tyrant death” sent by the Masonic
‘Supreme Grand Master’, and I reject the false heaven known as the Masonic “celestial lodge above”.
I proclaim that through the finished work of Calvary my name is written in the Lamb’s book of life 1[23].
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of being raised back to new life in Freemasonry, by the
“Worshipful Master“ representing King Solomon using the “lion’s paw grip”, the five points of fellowship and
the secret words “Mah-hah-bone” and “Machaben”.
I proclaim that I will be raised up in Christ by the power of God alone 1[24]
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of kissing the Bible three times through a square and compass
and sealing this degree ritual with the witchcraft oath of “so mote it be“.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of accepting the ungodly covering of the 3rd degree apron and
also any ritual regalia used such as sashes, fur collars and cuffs.1[25]
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of accepting the working tools of this degree and
acknowledging the degree “tracing board“. (the gavel or maul, 24” gauge, chisel, square, pencil, level, plumb
line, ashlar, skirret, compasses and trowel.)
As one, Lord, I, and my family, repent of our generational line willingly entering into this blasphemous
covenant with darkness.
None of this, Lord, now belongs to me or my family. It was spoken onto our generational line, and now
Father, in the Name that is above all other names, the Name of Jesus, we speak it OFF our generational
line.
I renounce my father’s and forefathers’ involvement with the oaths, curses, rituals and regalia of the “Holy
Royal Arch“ degree.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of the hoodwink over the eyes.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of being ritually lowered into a dark vault under the temple
and agreeing to “rise, wrench forth the Keystone, and prepare to receive the light of the Holy Word”.
I affirm this to be a blasphemy, Lord, as Your Word makes it clear that Jesus is the Cornerstone of Your temple,
and that Jesus is the Light, and that Jesus is the Word, and I deeply renounce my father’s and forefathers’
participation in this blasphemous ritual. 1[26]

I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of agreeing that “Jah-bul-on“ is the “the Sacred and
Mysterious Name of the true and Living God Most High“.
I affirm this to be a blasphemy, Lord, a demonic trinity composed of Your Name, the name of Baal, and the
name of Osiris, and I deeply renounce my father’s and forefathers’ acceptance of this lie and taking Your Name
in vain 1[27].
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of the curse of “suffering loss of life by having my head
struck off“.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of the penal sign, hailing sign, penitential sign, monitorial
sign, and fiducial sign and the secret password “Ammi Ruhamah“.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of kissing the Bible four times through a square and compass
and sealing this degree ritual with the witchcraft oath of “so mote it be“.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of being clothed in Masonic “robes of innocence“ and
receiving the jewel, badge and ribbon.
I renounce off my life, the ungodly inheritance of receiving the mark of the mysterious triple tau on the
forehead as a mark of salvation 1[28].
As one, Lord, I, and my family, repent of our generational line willingly entering into this blasphemous
covenant with darkness.
None of this, Lord, now belongs to me or my family. It was spoken onto our generational line, and now
Father, in the Name that is above all other names, the Name of Jesus, we speak it OFF our generational
line.
FINAL PRAYER
Father, I do not know to what level my generational line became entangled in the web of Freemasonry, and so,
Father, I, and my family, repent of, and renounce, any other rituals, oaths, curses or regalia that may have been
willingly accepted onto the family line right up to and including the 33rd degree.
I renounce satan and all his works. I renounce all 'gods' referred to in higher Masonic ritual throughout the
world and loose myself from all links to these demonic entities. I name and break all links to 'Osiris', 'Anubis',
'Isis' and 'Ahura Mazda'
I thank You that through the divine exchange that took place at Calvary, Jesus became my sin bearer and my
curse bearer. 111[29] It is now with much joy, that by faith, I receive that freedom 111[30] from the curses and
the generational iniquities that have been visited upon me through the involvement of my fathers and forefathers
in Freemasonry.
I ask You, Holy Spirit, to minister complete release from the whole Kingdom of Freemasonry.
Thank you for setting me free and sealing my eternal security and divine inheritance through the working of
Christ on the cross and the atoning work of grace on my life. I receive YOUR inheritance which is good and
perfect. I receive YOUR love which is unfailing and unconditional. I receive YOUR wisdom and insight in
order to bring glory to your name. I receive YOUR freedom and joy in the Holy Spirit. I am yours and You are
mine and as for me and my house, we will serve YOU and You, alone. In Jesus’ Name; Amen!
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